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Hakone cakleraand Fuji volcano(Photo courtesyof Hakone Town Office).
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Fig. 0 Irrigation of paddy field contributes considerably to circulation of groundwater, which

provide modern industries with water, in Odawara, eastern foot of Hakone.



INTRODUCTION

Japan is a country of islands which stretch in an arcuate shape along the Asian

Continent. In contrast to the stable continents, Japan, a part of the fire girdle of the

Pacific,is located in one of the most tectonically active sitesin the world. The Japa-

nese Archipelago consists of a series of large mountains bordered by small coastal

plains. About 80 percent of the country is mountainous. Japan has a large population

(112millionJ which ranks it seventh in the world with a population density of 306

per square kilometer. The main island of Honshu has a generally temperate climate

with four distinctseasons. The backbone ranges of the Honshu Arc separate the island

into two climatic regions. On the Pacific side, the summers are hot and humid due

to the monsoons from the Pacific Ocean. The winters are dry and marked by many

clear days. On the Japan Sea side, winter monsoons from the Asian Continent bring

frequent snowstorms making the area one of the heaviest snowfall regions in the world.

During the summer and autumn months, typhoons frequently hit the islands. Heavy

precipitation provides Japan with enough water for agriculture and manufacturing

industries, but it also causes natural disasters such as floods, landslides, etc.

The population is unevenly distributed throughout the country. Roughly 70 percent

of the populace is concentrated in a belt along the Pacific coast from Kanto through

the Inland Sea area to Kyushu. The heavy winter snows on the Japan Sea side may

be one of the reasons that people migrate to the Pacific side of the island. Recent

industrial growth along the Pacific side also serves to draw people from agricultural

lands into this region. The agricultural communities are facing difficult times due to

their declining population.
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GEOLOGICAL SETTING

The main arc of Japan, the Honshu Arc, is divided into the Northeast Japan Arc

and Southwest Japan Arc according to present volcanic and seismic activity. During

the early to middle Miocene period, the Honshu Arc was split into two arcs by the

development of a huge volcano-tectonic depression, the Fossa Magna. An extensive

transgression of the sea onto the Northeast Japan Arc followed this event and was
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accompanied by intensivevolcanism. Volcanogenic sediments were thicklydepositedin

the arc,and subsequent burial metamorphism of thesedepositsproduced green colored

rocks, known collectivelyas the Green Tuff Formation. The formation of Kuroko-type

ore deposits,made up of Zn, Cu, Pb, and Cd sulfides,was also associatedwith the

submarine volcanism.The area has been upliftedabove sea levelin Quaternary times,

and volcanic activityhas builtup a number of volcanoes along the East and West

Japan Volcanic Belts. The volcanism and seismicityare more activein the Northeast

Japan Arc and less activein the Southwest Japan Arc.

(Y. 0)

Fig. 2 Major structuralelements of Japan (Geol. Survey of Japan, 1977).

Symbols are aligned to representthe general structuraltrends. Hida, Sangun, Sanba-

gawa, Abukuma, Matsugadaira, Motai, Kamuikotan, and Hidaka are the names of main

metamorphic terranes.



Fig. 3 Distributionand major geotectonicsof the Neogene in Japan (Geol. Survey of Japan

1977, mostly from Takai and Chinzki,1967).

Reference

Geol. Survey of Japan (1977) Geology and Mineral Resources of Japan.



HAKONE-TANZAWA DISTRICT

Fig. O Landsat image of the South Fossa Magna region,showing

Mt. Fujiin the center,the Hakone volcano on the east and Tanzawa mountains on the

northeast.



Hakone-Tanzawa District

The Fuji volcanic zone, trending N-S in the Fossa Magna, belongs to the East

Japan Volcanic Belt. The tectonic setting of the area is quite interesting. The Hakone

Fig. 1 Trench, volcanicfront,volcanoes and deep seismic area around the Japanese islands.

Solid circles',active volcanoes; open circles:Quaternary volcanoes; dotted areas: Late

Tertiary volcanicrocks;hatched areas:Pliocene-Quaternaryregionalbasalts.



Fig. 2 Geologic map of the South Fossa Magna region (Matsuda, 1962; partly modified),

(Geol. Survey of Japan, 1977).

and Izu Peninsula area occupies the northern-most portion of the Philippine Sea Plate,

which has collided against central Honshu during the Quaternary period. Further

west, the plate subducts under southwest Honshu along the Nankai Trough. In island

arcs, the distribution of volcanoes is often on the continental crust, parallel to the

trench axis. The volcanoes of the Hakone and Izu Peninsula area, however, are on

the oceanic plate of subduction. In this area, the active colliding plate boundary cuts

across the active volcanic arc belt. The Philippine Sea Plate moves transcurrently,

with a component of subduction. The last movement in 1923 of this portion of the

plate boundary caused the great Kanto earthquake, which killed more than 142,000

people of the Kanto District.



1. ODAWARA

Odawara city,Kanagawa Prefecture,is situated on the Pacific coast 80km south-west

of Tokyo, at the eastern foot of the Hakone volcano. It has a population of 170,000.The

name Odawara means small (o) paddy (da) field(wara). Close to the Odawara Station

is a replica of the main tower of the Odawara Castle, which is now a history museum.

In the old days of Japan, Odawara was one of the important post towns on the Old

Tokaido Trail. The famous Odawara lanterns were small portable bellows-lanterns

made of bamboo and paper and well designed for

the outdoors. There is a good fishing port. The

chief agricultural products are mandarin oranges,

pears and vegetables, as well as rice.Photographic

films, drugs, processed fish-food and wooden crafts

are the main industrial products. The area is of

geological interest, lying on the plate boundary

between the Philippine Sea Plate and the Eurasian

Plate. See the map and table of the historical

large earthquakes (Table 1). (Y. 0)

Fig.3 a Odawara lantern,a small portablebellows-

lantern desinged for outdoors,commonly used

in 17th to early 20th century.

3 b Odawara lanternsparade of Oshiro (Castle)

Festival(Photo courtesyof Odawara City).



Fig. 4 Distributionof epicentersof destructiveearthquakes occurred in the Sagami trough,

which is a part of the plate boundary between the PhilippineSea Plateand the Pacific

Plate.

Table. 1 DestructiveEarthquakes occurredin the Sagami Trough

Magnitude Earthquakes Remarks

818 7.9 Off Odawara E. Tsunami and landslides.

1241 7.0 Sagami Bay E. Tsunami collapsedthe main Torii-gateof

Hachiman Shrine, Kamakura.

1433 7.1 Sagami Bay E. Head of Devaking Statue in Oyama

Temple felldown.

1605 7.9 Off Boso Peninsula E. Great damage by Tsunami.

1633 7.1 Odawara E. Odawara Castle collapsedpartly.

1648 7.1 Odawara E. Odawara Castle destructed.

1703 8.2 Off Boso Peninsula E. Tsunami and Odawara castlewas ravaged

by fire.

1782 7.3 Odawara E. Odawara Castle declined and Tsunami

invaded the Castle.

1843 6.3 Odawara E. Odawara Castle destructed.

1853 6.5 Odawara E. Odawara Castle destructed.

1923 7.9 Kanto E. Stone walls of Odawara Castle were

seriously damaged. More than 142,000

people of the Kanto districtwere killed.



2. HAKONE VOLCANO*

Yasue Oki, Hot Springs Research Institute,Kanagawa Pref.

Hakone has been setasideas a National Park since1933.There are many fascinating

scenic volcanoes,historicalremains, and hot springs, with comfortable hotels,well

protected driveways and railways. In the old days of Japan before development of

the modern transportationsystem, the Hakone volcano presented one of the most

seriousobstaclesto traffic.

Fig. 5 The Hakone volcano and three entrances.

* This articleis a revised summary of "Hakone Volcano" (Oki, et al.,1978), published in Bull.

Hot Springs Res. Inst., vol. 9, no. 5, and is followed by several topics of interest, including large

fossiltrees in Lake Ashi, a folk tail of a nine-headed dragon by Oki (1981) and a tephra-chro-

nological study by Machida (1980).



Fig. 6 The Hakone caldera(Photo courtesy of Odakyu Railway Co.).



Fig. 7 Geologic solid-modelof the Hakone volcano afterKuno (1950).



Topography

Hakone is a triple volcano composed of two overlapping calderas and seven post

caldera cones (Fig. 5). The main body of the volcanic edifice, about 20 km long and

15 km wide, is a large composite cone, which once reached a height of about 2,700 m

above sea level. The 800 to 1,200 m high circular ridge is called the Old Somma and

measures 11 km in the N-S diameter and 10 km in the E-W diameter. In the eastern

Table. 2 Geologic map and stratigraphic succession of the Hakone volcano (Kuno, 1950 partly

revised).

Lake deposits, talus and river gravels

F Fuji volcano

Hakone volcano

Kanmuri-gatake pyroclastic flow and lava spine 2,900 y B. P.

CCg Kami-yama avalanche debris dammed up Ashinoko 3,100 y B. P.

CCi_8 Central cone lavas, including nuee ardente and mud-flow deposits

Second caldera collapse and erosion 30,000 y B. P.

P Pumice flows 45,000 ~ 70,000 y B. P.

YS Young Somma Lavas 130,000 y B. P.

First caldera collapse and erosion ― ■― 200,000 y B. P.

OS5 Satellite cones

OS4 Kintoki-san lavas
, Old Somma Lavas
OS2 Andesite lavas

OSi Basalt lavas and agglomerates 400,000 y B. P.

- Erosion ―

YV Yugawara volcano

Erosion

TV Taga volcano

Erosion

B Basalts and andesites of Pliocene (Younger Pliocene)

Qd Quartz diorite plug (Pliocene)

- ― Erosion ~

T3 Ashigara group Pliocene~Pleistocene

A1 Sukumo-gawa andesite group to

A2 Haya-kawa tuff breccias Miocene

Erosion ―

M2 Yugashima group Older Miocene



half of the caldera, table mountains, about 800 m high, form an inner circular ridge

called the Young Somma. They are the remains of a shield volcano which once filled

the caldera.

The highest peak Kami-yama, 1,438 m, occupying the central part of the caldera,

is one of the post-caldera cones and is associated with active solfataras. Ashinoko is

a caldera lake which was dammed by a dry mudflow (avalanche) produced by the

phreatic explosion of Kami-yama. The eastern slope of Hakone has been deeply carved

in the Haya-kawa and Sukumo-gawa valleys,in which profilesof the volcanic sequence

can be seen. Many hot springs are found along the valleys.

Geology

Kuno (1950) extensively studied the geology of Hakone and identifiedin the volcano

three major geologic units: Old Somma, Young Somma and Post-caldera Cones (Fig. 7).

Table 2 gives the stratigraphic succession of the major geologic units associated with

Hakone.

Foundations of Hakone

The Hakone volcano stands on flat mountains composed of Miocene and Pliocene

sediments of the Yugashima group (lower Miocene), Haya-kawa tuffbreccias, Sukumo-

gawa andesite group (middle Miocene to Pliocene) and the Ashigara group.

Geological history of Hakone

Kuno (1952) proposed the schematic diagram showing the geologic development of

Hakone, as given in Fig. 8. The following interpretation is based mainly on Kuno's

classic works combined with new evidence obtained recently.

First stage, huge composite cone

The eruptive activity of Hakone, which began about 400,000 years ago, firstbuilt a

huge composite cone of 130 km3 reaching about 2,700 m above sea level. The early stage

of activity resulted in the eruption of agglomerates and lavas of tholeiiticbasalt, 100

to 200 m thick in places. The later stage was explosive with alternate eruptions of

andesite lava and pyroclastic material, which are 300 to 600 m thick as exposed in

the present caldera wall. The total thickness at the center of cone seems to exceed

1,000 m. These rocks forming the main cone are known collectivelyas the Old Somma

Lavas.

Volcanic ash, lapilliand pumice produced during this stage are widely spread over

areas to the east of Hakone. These layers, called the Tama tephra, are well preserved

in a 30 to 60 m thick layer in the Oiso Hills 20 km east of Hakone, suggesting repeated



explosions of the violent Plinian to Vulcanian　type.     The majority of basalts　and

andesites of this stage are characterized by the presence of pigeonite pyroxene in the

groundmass and are classified in the pigeonitic rock series.     Thus,  the caldera was

significantly enlarged toward the east beyond the original boundary of the collapse.

The Tertiary basement rocks of Hakone were eventually exposed along the bottom

of valleys.

Fig. 8　Geologic development of the Hakone volcano （Kuno ，1950）.



Satellite cones and dikes

Several satellite cones of pyroxene andesite and dacite, including Kintoki-san and

Maku-yama,  were formed on the main cone along the northwest-southeast trending

Kintoki-san-Maku-yama dislocation line.    Kuno  （1964）observed 96 dikes in an 855 m

wide zone on this dislocation line and estimated that approximately 215 dikes filled the

zone of dike swarm.    This also implies that the intrusion of dikes, with an average

thickness of 2.85 m, expanded the edifice by 6E0 m.

Nakamura    （1969 ）emphasized　that　the　northwest-trending　compressional　stress

prevailed during　the first　and　later stages, resulting in the appearance of several

satellitic and central cones as well as the penetration of the dike swarm described

above.    Hakone is actually ａ volcano of the central eruption, however,  the preferred

NW trending distribution of the satellite cones and the dike swarm suggests that ａ rift

zone existed from which magma was extruded.

Fig. 9　Distribution of satellite cones, dikes, and post caldera cones （Kuno 1964, Nakamura

1969）.

The first caldera

About 200,000 years ago, the central part of the main body collapsed to form the

first caldera, which was originally about 8 km in diameter. Machida and Suzuki  （1971）

recognized three units of the first stage pumice flows in the upper horizon of the

tephras on the Oiso Hills, suggesting that catastrophic eχplosions of the Krakatau type

formed this caldera.

The collapse was followed by ａ long period of erosion, during which the eastern



Fig.  10　Futago･yama (twin domes)of post caldera cones and Ashinoko (caldera lake)(Photo

courtesy of Odakyu Railway Ｃｏ).

part of the caldera was significantly breached.    Debris from this area as well as from

other parts of the caldera was removed by rivers, which cut  a steep canyon into the

eastern slope.

Shield volcano, the second stage

The second period of eruption began 130,000 years ago with the ｅχplosion of more

sialic material.   After repeated ｅχplosions of pumiceous ash and lapilli, fluid lavas of

felsic andesite and dacite of the pigeonltic rock series poured forth and built ａ flat

shield volcano within the caldera.   These fluid lavas flowed into and filled the canyon.

The aggregate thickness of the lavas reaches ａ ma χimum of about 300 m and the

volume of materials erupted during this second stage is about 14 km3 one-tenth of

the volume of the main cone. The pyroclastics of the second stage, which are mainly

pumice falls, are well preserved in the Oiso Hills.

The second caldera

About 45,000 to 70,000 years ago, ａ large volume of dacite and andesite pumice was

erupted from the central crater of the shield.   Pumice flows spread out over the surface

of the shield and over the outer slopes of the main cone, one pumice flow reaching ａ



t)oint as far as 50 km from the crater.    Eleven successive flows have been recognized,

and the total volume of the pyroclastic flows is 15 km3.After the pumice eruptions,

the central part of the shield volcano collapsed to form the second caldera, which

largely overlaps the collapsed area of the first caldera.   The eastern part of the shield

volcano remains as table mountains, whose summits form an arcuate ridge defining

the eastern rim of the second caldera, called the Young Somma (Fig.  10).  Two major

drainages　have developed　inside　the caldera　just along the boundary between the

Young Somma Lavas and the ０１ｄ Somma Lavas.

Post-caldera cones, the third stage

During the third period of eruption, viscous magma was extruded,   consisting of

augite-hypersthene andesite of hypersthenic　rock　series.    In the early stage, about

30,000 years ago, violent explosions took place and scattered pyroclastic fragments,

mainly pumice, over ｅχtensive areas of the southern Kanto district.    Immediately

following this event, seven Post-caldera Cones, one composite cone and si χ lava domes

were built along the Kintoki-san-Maku-yama dislocation line. The order of formation

of the Post-caldera Cones from north to south can be determined from the degree of

denudation of the dome slopes.　 Ａ nu6e ardente discharged from the summit crater

of Kami-yama,  a Post･caldera composite Cone, flowed down the Haya-kawa canyon to

Yumoto,  the east entrance of the Hakone volcano. Ａ charcoal fragment from the nu6e

ardente has been dated by 14C at 20,000 ±690 years B. Ｐ. The total volume of the post-

caldera eruptives amounts t0 10 kml

Ashinoko,  caldera lake

During the last phase of activity, ａ large phreatic ｅχplosion was followed by the

extrusion of ａ lava spine in the ｅχplosion crater.   Much of the northwestern part of

Kami-yama collapsed due to the phreatic ｅχplosion, and the debris flowed down to the

west wall of the caldera as a dry avalanche.    This dammed ａ drainage of the caldera

floor, forming the caldera lake Ashinoko.    The UQ age of ａ　cedar　fragment from

the avalanche deposit is 3,100 ±90 years B.  P.    Following this ｅχplosion, the central

part of the ｅχplosion crater was updomed by the rising of ａ very viscous magma,

which was finally ｅχtruded as ａ lava spine through the roof of the dome.    Another

thin　pyroclastic　flow　veneered　the　surface　of　the avalanche.    The　14C　age of ａ

charcoal trunk from the pyroclastic flow is 2,900 ±100 years B.  P. (Oki and Hakamata

1975).   Solfataric activity still occurs on the flank of Kami-yama at places such as

Owaku-dani,  Bozu-jigoku,  Soun  jigoku and Yunohana-zawa, ０ｎ the east flank of Koma-

gatake.



Eruptive history of the Hakone volcano deduced from tephrachronology

Kuno  （1950）described the history of the Hakone volcano based on geomorphological

and petrological evidence and classified the volcanic edifice into three geologic units

of the Old Somma, the Young Somma,  and the Post-caldera Cones.　Machida （1980）

recognized the significance of the tephra deposits, which are both time-markers for

stratigraphic correlation,  as　well　as　useful　indicators of ａ volcanic ｅχplosion.   He

estimated the volumes of the 116 major tephras from Hakone, combined with some

of their radioactive datings by '^C and fission tracks, as shown in Fig. 12.    Several

large tephras　were　followed　by　tephra-flows,   which　may indicate that catastrophic

explosions took place simultaneously.    The sequence of activity suggested by tephra-

chronology is that the first caldera, initially assumed to be ａ Glencoe type （where ａ

volcanic edifice surrounded by ａ circular fault quietly sinks into the magma reservoir

to form ａ caldera）, was formed by ａ catastrophic eruption of the Krakatau type.    A

long quiet period was assumed to follow the formation of the first caldera （200,000

years B. p. ）, as indicated by the deep erosion of　the eastern wall　of　the caldera.

Machida,  however,  denies that the quiet period followed caldera formation, but suggests

Fig.   11　Kanmuri-gatake, a lava spine towering on the roof of lava dome appeared in the

crater of phreatic ｅχplosion in Kami-yama, major Post-caldera Cone. The flat plane in

the front view is ａ deposit of dry avalanche.   Steaming grounds are seen at the foot

of the lava dome in the crater.



Fig.  12　Eruptive history of the Hakone volcano deduced from the study of tephras. Asterisks

show the eruption accompanying tephra-flow (pyroclastic flow).    Usually,  volume of

tephra with tephra-flow amounts to several times as large as that of tephra-fall only

(Machida 1980).

instead that ａ period of repeated ｅχplosive activity continued until the final phase,

which was dominated by lava eruptions.     The revival of activity in the ne χt phase

began with the voluminous eruption of felsic tephras as falls and flows.     This may

correspond to the phase of the caldera formation.    In Kuno's interpretation, the for-

mation of the caldera marks the end of the large cycle of volcanic activity, whereas

Machida  (1977)defines the appearance of the caldera as the initial phase of the second

and third volcanic cycles.



Fossil Trees in Lake Ashi

Many large fossil trees are submerged in Lake Ashi.    Some of the trees are 6 t0 30

m tall and stand on the lake floor as if in their natural mode of growth, suggesting

that ａ large needle-leaf forest which once thickly covered the caldera floor had since

been flooded by the appearance of Lake Ashi. The 14C age of the fossil trees is about

1,600 years B. p., which suggests that the phreatic ｅxplosion of Kami-yama occurred

1,600 years ago.　However, chronological evidence from the two scoria deposits and the

pyroclastic flow overlying the dry avalanche, and the 14C ages of the cedar and　the

charcoal trunk in the flows, do not indicate　that ａ phreatic explosion occurred 1,600

years ago, forming Lake Ashi.

We believe that ａ large earthquake of magnitude ８ may have shaken the area 1,600

years ago, resulting landslides on the steep slopes of the caldera wall.   Some tall trees

growing on large blocks of land were moved into the lake, as if on ａ conveyor belt.

Ａ recent landslide has occurred which supports this interpretation.    During the 1930

North Izu earthquake of magnitude 7.0,  a landslide on the southern rim of the Hakone

Fig.  13　Fossil cedar trees in Lake Ashi （Ｐｈｏtｏ courtesy of the Yomiuri）.



caldera transferred down to the lake site ａ ２０ ｍ tall, large standing fir tree.   The

appearance of landslides on the caldera wall, large trees standing on the lake floor,

the occurrence of large earthquakes and the folk tale of the nine-headed dragon in

Lake Ashi,  all appear to be connected, indicating that the Hakone and Izu areas lie

in ａ country of earthquakes.

Fig.   14　Diagram showing the chlonological correlation of fossil trees in Lake Ashi and his-

torical destructive earthquakes of the Kanto district （Oki et al. 1982）.

Nine-headed draeon （KuzuryU ）in Lake Ashi

Once upon ａ time, in the water of Lake Ashi, there lived a huge nine-headed dragon.

He was very temperamental.    When he was angry, he jumped out from the lake,

destroying farm yards,  collapsing houses and sometimes killing people. The villagers

were terribly frightened by his barbarism, and to prevent his violence, they had to

offer one of their lovely daughters as a human sacrifice to the dragon every summer.

When summer arrived, the villagers felt very sad, thinking about the next sacrifice

to the dragon.

Ａ famous priest called Mangan-shyonin  （719-816）, who had memorized 10,000 scrolls

of Buddhist scriptures, heard this sad story.　He had come from Kyoto to Hakone in

757 A. D.  to combine Shintoism, the native religion, with Buddhism from China and

Korea,  into ａ new Shinto-Buddhism.     During the period from the sixth to the eighth

centuries, there was ａ heavy flow of Chinese culture into Japan, and Buddhism served



Fig.  15 Nine-headed dragon of Lake Ashi.

as an important vehicle for the transmission of Chinese culture.    Manganshyonin

thought that the noble power of iBuddhism could solve this sad story.　He made ａ

large pile of the 10,000 scrolls of Buddhist scriptures on an altar beside the lake and

read all of them in ａ loud voice for several days.　His calm voice penetrated the lake

water.   The nine-headed dragon finally opened his rude mind.    He appeared on the

water and promised never to kill the villagers and never to destroy the farm yards.

He also promised to be ａ guard　for the lake and the Hakone shrine.    The　priest

forgave the dragon's faults.    But he tied each of the nine heads with chains to the

trunks of cedars in the lake.

In this folk tale, the image of the nine･headed dragon may have come from the

many landslides on the caldera wall caused by the large earthquake.    The distribution

of landslides may have given the impression of deep nail marks on the wall scratched by

a huge monster like ａ nine-headed dragon. You may wonder why ａ nine-headed dragon

was created instead of ａ “one-headed dragon".    Kuzuryu  （nine-headed dragon ）is ａ

compound word composed of ku  （nine ）, zu  （head ）, and ryu （dragon ）.   Phonetically,

“kuzu" is also the stem of “kuzu-reru", which implies collapse.　Kuzu can be naturally

converted into nine （ku ）heads  （zu ）, giving rise to the folk tale of the nine-headed

dragon.　Ａ famous river in the Fukui Prefecture is called Kuzuryu,  because of the

terrible floods in the rainy season.



3.  HAKONE HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEM ＊

Yasue OKI, Hot Springs Research Institute, Kanagawa Pref｡

Tomio HiRANO, Hot Springs Research Institute, Kanagawa Pref.

Historical aspect

Hot springs of Hakone, like others of Japan, have long been used for special cures

in medical treatment as well as for bathing and relaxation.    Priest Shaku-Joteibo

discovered the Yumoto Hot Springs in 738, and since then, many new hot spring sites

have been found.    During the Edo era about 300 years ago, Hakone was known for

its seven hot spring areas, most of which were located along the deep Haya-kawa

valley.   In addition to their contribution to general health, hot springs are be】ieved to

ba very useful  in treating cases of specific physical and medical diseases, not including

＊　This article is an abridged summary of Oki （1978 ）, "Hot Springs and Hydrothermal System

of Hakone,"   published in Bull. Hot Springs Res. Inst.,  vol. 9, no.  5, additional topics include

isotope geochemistry by Matsuo, et al （1979 ）.

Fig.  16　Treatment of moxibustion for hemorrhoids after the treatment of steam bath at

Miyanoshita,  Hakone  （Toto Bunso and Roka, 1811 ）.



those caused by bankruptcy and broken hearts.     In Hakone, for ｅχample, Ubako Hot

Springs are used for the treatment of eye disease.    During the Edo era, ａ steam bath

at the Miyanoshita Hot Springs combined with moxibustion was the treatment for

hemorrhoids  （Fig. 16）.

There is an old saying about the occurrence of hot springs in this district: “We

can't expect hot springs where we can see Mt. Fuji".    Kuno proposed ａ new saying

that hot springs are expected where the Yugashima group, the basement rocks of the

Izu and Hakone district, is exposed.    We will demonstrate that both of these sayings

are valid in light of our scientific work on the hydrothermal system.

Thermal structure

There are more than 300 deep wells penetrating thermal waters.     Their average

depth is about 500 m, and several reach ａ depth of 1,000m.  More than 60 temperature

logs of deep wells were made, from which an isothermal map at sea level was drawn,

as shown in Fig. 17.    It is interesting that the temperatures are highest in the central

part of the caldera,   decreasing outward in ａ concentric pattern, in correlation with

the structure of the caldera.   The isotherma 目ine contours are more closely spaced on

the western side than on the eastern side.    The wider contours to the east suggest

ａ flow mechanism of thermal water from west to east.

Hydrology of thermal waters

The hydrology of the Hakone system is essentially controlled by the water level of

Ashinoko  （lake ）in the west and by that of the Haya-kawa valley in the east. The

water table appears to dip gently to the east based on water levels observed in the

deep wells. An interesting fact is that with increasing depth during drilling, the water

level of perched water in the drillhole declines and finally holds ａ stable level when

the hole reaches the major reservoir.    Water level measurements in the deep wells

again suggest ａ subsurface flow from west to east.    The temperature in the body of

the Old Somma is relatively low, which indicates that　the body of the composite

cone can be compared to ａ sponge, partly filled with cold groundwater.

Zonal distribution of thermal waters

Zonal mapping of thermal waters is mostly based on the relative abundance of major

anions such as ci, SO4,  and HCOg.     Four zones are recognized,  as shown in Fig. 19.

Zone l is characterized by acid-sulfate waters associated with solfataric fields, and

is found at the highest part of central cones Kami-yama and Koma-gatake.



Fig.  17　Thermal structure of the Hakone volcano at the sea level （Oki and Hirano. 1970）.

ａ : Isotherm， b : Caldera rim, ｃ : Solfatara

Fig.  18　East-west cross section of Hakone illustrating geologic structure and isothermal profile

(Oki and Hirano. 1970).

WT : Water table,　Aq : Aquifer,　BR : Basement rocks



Fig. 19　Zonal mapping of thermal waters （Oki and Hirano 1970）｡
Zone ｌ　: Acid sulfate waters
Zone II : Bicarbonate-sulfate waters
Zone Ill : Sodium chloride waters
Zone IV : Mixed type waters

Zone II is characterized by bicarbonate,sulfate waters with moderate temperature and

pH which are widely distributed in the western half of the caldera.   The distribution

and mode of occurrence of zone II waters strongly suggest that the major part of

HCOa is supplied by the decomposition of fossil plants, which are commonly intercalated

in the volcanic deposit.

Zone Ill is characterized by sodium chloride waters with high temperature.   These

waters originate as subsurface streams, which start from ａ depth of 300 m beneath

an active solfatara, Soun jigoku, trend to the east, and finally appear as hot springs

on the steep slopes of Haya kawa valley･

Zone IV waters, sometimes referred to as miχed type waters, are widely distributed

in the eastern side of the caldera, which is deeply dissected by the two drainages of

Haya-kawa and Sukumo-gawa･

Zone IVa consists of mixed type waters restricted to the basal part of the central

cones.

Zone IVb consists of waters restricted to the basement rocks of the Hakone volcano.



table. 3　Chemical composition of Hakone thermal waters  （Oki and Hirano 1974 ）.

ZONE　　　　　I　　　　　　　II　　　　　　Ill　　　　　　　　　　　IV

Type　　　　A.S.　　　　B.S.　　　　NaCI　　　　　　M.　　　　 （M. ）

Temp. ゜C　　49.7　　　　　57.5　　　　　91.5　　　　　65.5　　　　　56.0

PH　　　　　　2.9　　　　　　8.1　　　　　　7.7　　　　　　8.4　　　　　　8.0

H （゙ppm ）　　1.18

Li+　　　　　　0.0　　　　　　0.068　　　　　2.43　　　　　0.27　　　　　0.042

Na+　　　　42.7　　　　　88.5　　　　1490.　　　　　441.　　　　　348.

K+　　　　　8.90　　　　　12.1　　　　　154.　　　　　39.8　　　　　　3.40

Ca2゛　　　　87.4　　　　　140.　　　　　114.　　　　　106.　　　　　53.9

Mg2 ゛　　　　24.3　　　　　84.9　　　　　　0.0　　　　　16.8　　　　　　0.0

Fe2 十　　　　　0.099　　　　　0.56　　　　　0.105　　　　　0.257　　　　　0.00

AP ゛　　　　22.6　　　　　　0.22　　　　　0.12　　　　　0.05　　　　　0.03

Mn2 ｀　　　　　n.d.　　　　　0.00　　　　　0.007　　　　　0.44　　　　　0.00

ci-　　　　　　7.15　　　　　19.8　　　　2568.　　　　　617.　　　　　549.

HSOt　　　　52.4

S02-　　　526.　　　　　　　381.　　　　　81.5　　　　　226.　　　　　85.1

HCOj　　　0.　　　　590.　　　　29. 7　　　287.　　　　　36.7

co| －　　　　　　　　　1. 72　　　　　　　　　2. 11　　　　0. 26

BOj　　　　　　　　　　　　　0.34　　　　　3.58　　　　　2.34　　　　　0.70

HSiOj　　　　　　　　　　　　5.87　　　　　4.09　　　　　13.  9　　　　　　1.74

HsSiOj　　　301.　　　　　238.　　　　　411.　　　　　282.　　　　　67.2

HBOs　　　　　　　　　　　　5.79　　　　122.　　　　　16.1　　　　　20.6

C02　　　　　　　　　　　　　14.2　　　　　　2.19　　　　　2.75

Total　　　1074.　　　　1583.　　　　4983.　　　　2053.　　　　1166.

Li/Na　　　　　　　　　　　　0.00077　　　0.0016　　　　0.0006　　　　0.00012

K/Na　　　　　0.21　　　　　0.14　　　　　0.10　　　　　0.09　　　　　0.01

B/Cl　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　0.006　　　　　0.01

ΣCOs/Cl　　　　　　　　　　22.5　　　　　　0.009　　　　　0.35　　　　　0.016

SO4/C1　　　80.8　　　　　19.2　　　　　　0.032　　　　　0.366　　　　　0.  155

Depth　　　Hot Spring　　　525m　　　　　506  m　　　　　351 m　　　　　650 m
of well

Analyzed by T. Hirano and Ｙ. Tajima

A. S.     Acid sulfate water.

B. S.    Bicarbonate-sulfate water.

NaCl　Sodium-chloride water of central cones area.

M.　Mixed type （sodium chloride-bicarbonate-sulfate water）.

（M.）Mixed type （from basement rocks, sodium chloride-bicarbonate-sulfate water）.



Table 3 shows the chemical composition of each type of thermal water. Water of

zone I is low in pH and Cl,but high in SO4, Ca, Mg and Al. Water of zone II is also

low in Cl, but high in SO4, HCO3, Ca, and Mg. Water of zone III is quite high in Cl,

Na, and SiO2,but low in SO4 and HCO3. Water of zone IV contains various amounts

of the major anions.

Compositional trend of thermal waters

Like the tiesof parents and children,there are some compositional trends in the

chemical propertiesof thermal water. Fig. 20 is a triangulardiagram of the three

Fig. 20 Cl-total CCVSO4 diagram and compositional trends of Hakone thermal waters (Oki

and Hirano, 1970).



major anions showing the compositional trends of the Hakone thermal waters. Zone

I waters of the acid-sulfate type are in the SO4 corner and zone III waters of the

sodium chloride type are in the Cl corner. Zone II waters of the bicarbonate-sulfate

type consist of deep groundwater which has infiltratedthrough the caldera floor and

central cones, and they extend along the CO2-SO4 line. Zone IV waters are distributed

in an area suggesting the mixing of zone II and zone III waters. The convex trend

of zone IV waters toward the totalCO2 apex may indicate the formation of bicarbonate

during mixing and flowing of thermal waters.

Genetic model of Hakone hydrothermal system

Fig. 21 is a genetic model of the Hakone hydrothermal system (Oki and Hirano, 1970).

The asymmetric pattern of isothermal contours, the zonal distribution of thermal wa-

ters,and the eastward inclination of the water table all suggest the following mecha-

nism for the genesis of the Hakone hydrothermal system.

Fig. 21 Genetic model of Hakone hydrothermal system (Oki and Hirano 1970).

a : Repeated processesof vaporizationand condensation of volcanicsteam resultingin

concentrationof volatilecomponents such as H2S and CO2.

b : Sodium chloridewater (zone III),

c : Super criticalgases (steam) with NaCl.



Groundwater which infiltratesthe western side of the caldera flows eastward, passes

through the basal part of the central cones, and then contacts high temperature

volcanic steam coming up through the volcanic conduit. At a depth of a few kilometers

below the central cone Kami-yama, the temperature and vapor pressure are high

enough to dissolve a considerable amount of sodium chloride and silicain the steam.

By the mixing of low temperature groundwater with high temperature dense steam,

high temperature streams of sodium chloride water are formed, that flow through the

permeable zone, mix with groundwater percolating down from the surface, and finally

appear as hot springs on the steep slopes of the Haya-kawa valley.

At the top of the major reservoir being penetrated by the steam vent, the thermal

water boils. The confining pressure on the thermal water decreases as the water

approaches the surface. This means that most salts dissolved in the original gas phase

are left behind in the liquid phase. Condensation of secondary steam derived from

depth may take place repeatedly within local layers of thermal waters located above

the major reservoir, in the body of the central cone.

After repeated vaporization and condensation of the thermal water, volatile compo-

nents such as hydrogen suJfide and carbon dioxide are enriched in the gas phase, and

finally appear as volcanic gases in solfataras. We would like to propose a term

"volcanic cone effect" for this process. The physical and chemical properties of the

high temperature steam will be given in a later section.

Seismic activity of Hakone

Local seismic activity sometimes takes place in the Hakone caldera. Since the

Fig, 22 Distributionof micro-earthquakesand the depth frequency relationplottedon east-

west cross section(Minakami I960, Minakami et al. 1969, Hiraga 1972,and Oki and
Hirano 1974).



earthquake swarms of 1959 and 1960, seismic observations have been made by Minakami,

and more recently by Hiraga of the Hot Springs Research Institute. Minakami (1960)

reported that the Hakone earthquakes occur mostly in a narrow area bounded by the

isothermal line of 100 °C at sea level. Depths of the foci are generally shallower than

4 km, and mostly 1 to 2 km below the surface (Fig 22).The generation of the Ha-

kone earthquakes may be triggered by the boiling of thermal water at various depths

in the central part of the caldera.

Sodium chloride waters

White (1957) emphasized the importance of sodium chloride in the origin of volcanic

thermal waters based on experiment in the H2O NaCl system, which demonstrated

that superheated dense steam at above 374 °C and 221 bars (critical temperature and

pressure) can dissolve a considerable amount of sodium chloride in the gas phase.

Thus, the existence of sodium chloride water may indicate the presence of a high

temperature hydrothermal system capable of geothermal power generation.

As shown in chemical analyses, zone III waters are extremely rich in sodium

chloride, but are poor in SO4 and HCO3. Fig. 23 is a C1-SO4 diagram of zone III

waters. For convenience of description, subscripts a, b, and c refer to each branch of

zone III (Fig. 24). Zone III waters of each branch are fitted to a straight line, and

these best fittinglines extrapolated to SO4 equals zero indicate a possible content of

sodium chloride in the original steam. The Cl content of original steam for zone Ilia

is 6.010 g/kg, which is equivalent to 9.907 g/kg of sodium chloride. Similarly, that

for zone Illb is 3.406 g/kg, corresponding to 5.615 g/kg of sodium chloride. Thus, the

sodium chloride content of volcanic steam responsible for zone III waters ranges from

Fig.23 CI-SO4 diagram of Zome III waters (Oki and Hirano, 1974).



0.6 to 1%.

We can estimate that the temperature and pressure of the volcanic dense steam

containing 0.6 to ＼% sodium chloride is approximately 374 to 385°C and 220 to 230

bars based on the experiment of Sourirajan and Kennedy (1962) in the NaCl-H2O

system (Fig. 25). When the temperature falls below 374°C(the criticaltemperature of

water), sodium chloride is barely soluble in the steam, and is mainly retained by the

liquid phase.

Fig. 24 Distribution of Zone III waters (Oki and Hirano, 1974).

Fig. 25 Isotherms at 350-450°C showing composition of coexisting gases and liquids in NaCl-

H2O system (Sourirajan and Kennedy, 1962).



Sodium chloride budget

An evaluation of the sodium chloride discharged from entire hydrothermal system

permits an evaluation of the energy discharged by hydrothermal activity.The sodium

chloride discharged by thermal waters that are directly related to the hydrothermal

activity of Kamiyama is measured to be 0.22 kg/sec. The contribution of zone I and

II waters to the discharge of sodium chloride is fairly small, about 0.01 kg/sec, and

can be neglected. Most of the sodium chloride is transferred by the zone III and IV

waters and is probably supplied by the high temperature dense steam coming up

through the volcanic conduit.

Dividing the total discharge of sodium chloride (0.22 kg/sec) by the sodium chloride

content in the inferred original steam (0.6 to 1%) gives a steam discharge of 36.7 to

22 kg/sec through the conduit. With an approximate value for the heat content of

steam of 600 kcal/kg, the thermal energy discharge amounts to 2.2 to 1.3xlO7 cal/

sec. Adding the energy discharged by thermal waters from the areas of the basement

rocks (zone IVb), 0.48xlO7 cal/sec, results in a total discharge for the Hakone hydro-

thermal system of 2.7 to 1.8xlO7 cal/sec.

Yuhara and his colleagues (1966) measured the thermal discharge from the solfa-

taric fields of Kamiyama to be 0.7xlO7 cal/sec, not including thermal waters from

deep wells. We measured the energy discharged by thermal waters from deep wells to

be 1.98xlO7 cal/sec. The total energy discharge actually measured amounts to 2.68 x

107 cal/sec, which is in good agreement with 2.2 to 1.3xlO7 cal/sec, the energy dis-

charge obtained from the chloride chemistry.

Isotope Geochemistry

Hydrogen and oxygen isotopic values of the Hakone waters, including thermal wat-

ers, groundwater, surface water, stream water and rainwater, are presented in Fig.

26 (Matsuo et al.,1979, 1983). The average rainwater and most of the groundwaters

lie near the straight line oD = 8'518O+17or Japanese meteoric water as defined by Sakai

and Matsubaya (1974). The Hakone thermal waters are distributed in another straight

line <5D= 2.l<5180-33.5, which is given by the least squares best fit.The two lines in-

tersectat a point with 5D = -51%0 and <518O= -8.5%0- Since most Hakone groundwaters are

concentrated at the intersection, this point is referred to as the "representative ground-

water" (RGW) by Matsuo et al.(1979). Many isotopic values from surface waters such

as lakes and ponds, which are all open to evaporation, are heavier than those from

groundwater and thermal waters. The isotopic enrichment in lake and pond waters

relative to the average rain and RGW can be reliably attributed to kinetic evaporation.

As previously described, four zones of thermal waters are recognized in Hakone,



Fig. 26 6D vs oI80 plot for thermal waters of Hakone (Matsuo et al.1979 and 1983).

based on the major anion content and water temperature. The results of isotopic

analyses by Matsuo et al. conform quite well to the zonal mapping of thermal waters.

Zone I waters are low in pH 2-3, and high in sulfate. Their isotopic values are as

low as those of groundwater.

Zone II waters are characterized by pH~8 and are high in bicarbonate and sulfate,

and extremely low in chloride. The isotopic values of zone II waters are low and are

similar to those of groundwater. The small positive oxygen shift by less than 0.5%

in <318O is regarded as the result of interaction between deep groundwater and the

central cone material.

Zone III waters are high in temperature (boiling point) and neutral in pH. The

major dissolved chemical constituents are sodium chloride and silica. The isotopic

values, particularly <518O,are considerable higher than those of the other waters.

Zone IV* waters are of sodium chloride-bicarbonate-sulfate type, and are referred to

as mixed type waters. The isotopic values of zone IV waters are plotted in an area

between waters of zone III and II or groundwater.

Steam condensates collected from steam wells and fumaroles in zone I and III show

isotopic values close to those of zone III thermal waters, with the exception of two

extremely heavy samples.



Fig. 27 63llSvs. dl8O plot for sulfates from the eastern Izu Peninsula and Hakone (Sakai and

Matsubaya, 1977).

Fig. 27 is an isotopic diagram of <534S vs. <5l8Ofor sulfate from the eastern Izu Peninsula

and Hakone thermal waters (Matsubaya et al., 1973; Sakai and Matsubaya, 1977).

Sakai and Matsubaya (1977) mentioned that the <534S values of sulfate in acid

water (zone I) are similar to those of native sulfur in the Owakudani solfataric

areas (-5.2 and -8.2%0) and suggest that the sulfate was formed by the surficial

oxidation of volcanic sulfur and hydrogen sulfide. On the other hand, the NaCl-

HCO3-SO4 type waters contain heavier sulfate, the <534S values rapidly increasing

with increasing distance from the central cones. The three heaviest <534S values are

found in waters from the basement Green Tuff formation and are considered to be

similar in origin to the sulfate in Green Tuff-type thermal waters, which extract sul-

fates such as gypsum and anhydrite from the altered Tertiary marine sediments. The

<534S and <518O values of sulfate from the NaCl-type and from the subgroup zone IVa

of the mixed type thermal waters are intermediate between the two types of sulfate

mentioned above. The sulfate may essentially be formed by the surface oxidation of

volcanic sulfur in the fumarolic areas. Secondary sulfate may become isotopically

heavier through partial reduction by bacteria. As shown in Fig. 27, two waters with

isotopically heavy sulfate were found, a groundwater sample and a thermal water of

the HCO3-SO4 type. Note that both are from the western caldera and are not directly



related to the Tertiary basement rocks.

Sakai and Matsubaya (1974, 1977) recognized that sulfate from the thermal waters

of the eastern coast of the Izu Peninsula lie close to a line extending from oceanic

sulfate to the lower left in Fig. 27. The isotopic ratios of sulfate (open circlesin Fig.

27) decrease steadily to the lower left as one moves southward from the base of the

Izu Peninsula.

Discussion

Although zone I is the surface counterpart of zone III,it is unlikely that zone III

waters appear directlyin zone I as steam in solfataras or in shallow drillholes,50 to

100 m deep. The steam generated at shallow depth is produced by the interaction of

groundwater with heated country rocks. At around 200°C, deuterium is enriched in the

aqueous phase and is low in the clay minerals formed by water-rock interaction (O'-

Neil and Kharaka, 1976). For this reason, the hydrogen shift associated with the oxy-

gen shift takes place during the boiling of zone I water.

The two steam samples with high isotopic values are from steam wells in Owaku-

dani, a steaming valley at the foot of the Kamiyama explosion crater. They plot sli-

ghtly above the Hakone thermal water line of <5D=2.1 <518O-33.5. A gap in the iso-

topic trend between the heavy steams and thermal waters is interpreted as follows.

The subsurface temperature of the major thermal water reservoir was estimated to be

240°C by Yuhara (1968). If the heaviest isotopic values observed in the Owakudani

steam 5D=-25%0 and 518O=+l%0, are assumed to relate isotopically to a "fossilvapor

phase" of a high temperature dense fluid carrying considerable sodium chloride and

silica,the isotopic composition of this liquid phase is calculated to be <5D=-26%o and

<5I8O=+3%o, with the use of liquid-vapor fractionation factors at 240°C of Bottinga and

Craig (1968). The estimated result plots just on the extension of the Hakone thermal

water line.

The contribution of the high temperature dense fluid to zone III waters is isotopi-

cally evaluated to be 25%, ranging from 20 to 36%. This evaluation agrees well with

the contribution of 30 % calculated from the C1-SO4 chemistry of zone III waters (Oki

and Hirano, 1970).

As seen in Fig. 26, the isotopic values of Lake Ashi water are considerably

higher than those of the average rainwater and local meteoric water, due to kinetic

evaporation of rainwater at the surface. This also applies to waters of the other cal-

dera lakes (Sakai and Matsubaya, 1977, Matsuo, et al.,1979). Matsuo et al. deny the

possibilityof lake water being the major source for thermal waters, because there are

no thermal waters plotted on the line connecting the heavy lake water and the cal-

culated high temperature heavy water. The hydrogeological features of Hakone are



essentiallycontrolled by the water level of the caldera lake in the west and the levels

of the two major drainages of Haya-kawa and Sukumo-gawa in the east. The geologic

structure of the Hakone caldera obviously allows the percolation of lake water into the

major aquifer of thermal waters. The isotopic behavior of heavy lake water remains a

puzzle. Since the lake is located at a high elevation, the vertical sense of flow may initia-

lly predominate down to a depth of a few hundred meters. Further isotopic investigations

on thermal waters and rocks from deep wells are required to explain the behavior of

the lake water.



Fig. 0 Route map of Hakone and Tanzawa District.



ITINERARY

HAKONE (1)

Stop Time Description

13:10 Leave Hot Springs Research Institute of Kanagawe Prefecture

and visitHakone by car.

1 13:30-13:50 Observation stop on Hakone Turnpike. Bird'seye view of a scenic

spot 410 m high on the south-easternslope of the Hakone Volcano.

Toward the east liesthe Ashigara Plain bordered in the background

by a large faultscarp of the Oiso Hillsand on the rightby Sagami Bay.

The Ashigara Plain,which is now crowded with many houses of Oda-

wara City,was a beautifulpaddy fielduntil20 years ago. The Oiso

Hillsare composed of gravels and sand mostly derived from the Ha-

kone volcano, which accumulated during the period from 400,000 to

200,000 years ago.In 1981,the GeologicalSurvey of Japan drilledto

a depth of 500 m in the plain,again finding gravels and sand from

Hakone. All the factsindicate that considerabletectonicmovement

has been taking place along this plateboundary.

Fig.1 Observationstop410m highon Hakone Turnpike.

The 1923 Kanto Earthquake (magnitude = 7.9) occurred 10 km away

on the floor of Sagami Bay, along the southern continuationof the

Kozu-Matsuda fault(plate boundary).



2 14:15-14:45 Mt. Taikanzan, southern rim of the Hakone caldera.Panoramic view

of the Hakone double calderas,post calderacones and Lake Ashi,with

the Fuji volcano in the background.

Fig.2 Hakone-togepanoramicview of the Hakone calderaand centralcones.

Taikan-zan, 1011m, is the highest peak on the southern rim of the

Hakone caldera. To the north is a view of the two overlapping cal-

deras, called the Old Somma and the Young Somma. Komagatake,

Kamifutago and Shimofutago are post caldera cones, and Ashinoko

is a caldera lake. The Hakone volcano is often referred to as a

triplevolcano, composed of the Old Somma, the Young Somma, and

the seven postcaldera cones. Based on the degree of denudation,the

volcanic edificecan be classifiedinto three geologic units. The old

edificehas a number of deep valleys on its slopes in the manner of

wrinkles on an old person.The young edificeof the postcaldera cones

has a smooth surface,like a baby's skin. The slopes of the Young

Somma are intermediate between them. Byobuyama (948 m), a large

flattopped mountain in the foreground,was once classifiedas a central

cone and sometimes as a part of the somma (circularridge).After

very careful consideration,Kuno (1950) recognized Byobuyama as a

new category of the Young Somma. This new classificationof the

Hakone volcanicedificehas been well supported by the petrographic

classificationof the volcanicrocks. The Old and Young Somma lavas

belong the pigeoniticrock series and the lavas of the central(post

caldera)cones allbelong to the hypersthenic rock series(Kuno,1950).

This finding was one of the epoch-making advances in the develop-

ment of volcanology.



3 15:10-15:40 Yamabushi Pass, western rim of the Hakone caldera.Close-up views

of the central cones, Komagatake, Kamifutago and Shimofutago, and

Lake Ashi.

4 16:00-16:30 Kojiri, a bank of the Kamiyama dry avalanche formed 3,100 years

ago by a phreaticexplosionof Kamiyama, which dammed the caldera

floorto form Lake Ashi. A small exposure (Fig. 3) indicates that

the dry avalanche, containing rocks coated with creamy solfataric

clays,is overlainby an unsorted,coarse grained and poorly foamed

pyroclasticflow 1 m thick,which was derived from Kanmuri-gatake

2,900 yearsago. By carefulinspection,you willfindsmall fragments of

charcoalin thisflow. This pyroclasticflow from Kanmuri-gatake is

overlain by two layers of scoria falls,the Sengoku scoriaand the Zu

nasawa scoria,which are found interlayeredin thelower horizon of

the brown volcanicash falls.The scoriaand brown ash fallsare deri-

ved from the Fuji volcano.

Fig. 3 The Kamiyama dry avalanche and the Kanmurigatake pyroclasticflow overlainby

the Fuji tephras.



ITINERARY

HAKONE (2)

Stop Time Descrption

5 08:40-09:00 Soun-zan steaming: area. Soun-zan is the highest point of the crater

wall, formed on the eastern slope of Kamiyama, a main central cone.

Venting of volcanic steam is taking place at the bottom of the dissec-

ted crater. On 26 July, 1953, a landslide occurred, originating from the

highest point of the crater wall. A debris flow struck a temple located

on a small platform 40 m above the valley floor,killing 10 people. Prior

Fig. 4 Owaku-dani steaming ground,in the bottom of a explosioncraterof Kamiyama. The

high peak behind the steaming ground is a lava spine Kanmuri-gatake appeared after

the explosion craterwas formed.



to the landslide,there were very heavy rains. Volcanic earthquakes

which occurred on 24 and 25, July were said to triggerthislandslide.

A number of concrete dams, rock-wallsplaced in echelon and steam

wells have been constructed for protectionfrom landslides.

6 09:10-10:30 Owaku-dani steaming area. Owaku-dani isin the bottom of the explo-

sion crater formed in the northwest slope of Kamiyama about 3,100

years ago.Owaku-dani means a large Co)steaming (waku) valley(dani)

Formerly this area was known as Enmadai (pedestal-of the Ruler of

Hell). The hydrothermal manifestationis intense in the valley below

the rim of the explosion crater. Thermal waters discharged in the

steaming area are high in sulfateand low in pH and Cl.The Owaku-

dani Natural History Museum is nearby, which displaysthe geology and

the ecology of plants and animals of the Hakone volcano.Walk down

along a trailin the steaming valleyfor a closeinspectionof sublimates

around fumaroles,rock alteration,mud pots and thermal springs.Vol-

canic steam tapped from drill-holes50 to 100 m deep is mixed in a

tower with surface water that has been pumped up from a pond in

the caldera floor.The heated water is supplied as man-made hot sprin-

gs for domestic use.Board the bus parked in the bottom of the valley.

Koma gatake Cable car Station. Panoramic view of the Hakone

double calderas with volcanoes of the Izu Peninsula in the back-

ground. The southern wall of the old Hakone calderaencirclesByobu-

yama (mountain standinglike a foldingscreen),which is a flat-topped

Fig. 5 Panoramic view of the Hakone double calderas.



Fig.6 A steam productionwellat Yunohana-zawa,Hakone.

mountain whose steep faultscarp forms the wall of the young caldera,

Ashi-no-ko (lake of reeds), a caldera lake, and Futagoyama (twin

mountains), the youngest of the lava domes.

7 11:00-11:30 Yunohana-zawa means a valley with the flowers of hot springs,i.e.

sulfur precipitatesand silicasinters.It is located at the eastern foot

of a centrallava dome, Koma-gatake (horse peak) and is known for

its solfatarasand hot springs. From 1967 to 1971, three wellsdrilled

to a depth of about 300 m successfullytapped steam, which is used

for bathing and space heating.From 1982 to 1983,two additionalpro-

duction wells were drilledfor the same purpose. The orificetempe-

rature of the steam ranges from 132.6 to 97.7°C.One of the steam

wellsis now out of controldue tointense corrosionof the steelcasing

by acid sulfate waters at shallow depth. Condensed steam from the

other wellsis almost neutralin pH.

8 11:50-12:50 Take iunch.

9 13:00-13:30 Hakooe Shrine.

10 13:40-14:20 Hakone Check Point. This building is a replica of the Hakone

Check point builtby the Tokugawa Shogunate Government in 1619,

to monitor the transitof militarytroops.The passing of weapons and



Fig. 7 The major centralcone Kamiyama with explosioncraterand a lava spine towering in

it.A large fan coming down from the bottom of the explosion crateris a dry avalan-

che which formed Lake Ashi 3,100 years B.P. (Photo courtesyof Ariyoshi Shima).

ladies was considered to be the initial proof of rebellion of local Feu-

dal Lords, and was thus seriously checked at this point. The original

checkpoint was abolished and destroyed during the Meiji Restoration

in 1869.

Nagao Pass offers a panoramic view of the Hakone caldera and

post-caldera cones. As you look from left to right, five of the seven

peaks of the post-caldera cones can be seen. They are Kozuka-yama

(small mound), Dai-gatake (pedestal mountain), Kamiyama (god moun-

tain), Koma-gatake (horse mountain: Koma, the family name of Korean

Royalty who immigrated in the middle of sixth century, was offered

to the peak) and Jingasa-yama (combat helmet). On the right, the flat

mountains, about 800 m high between Lake Ashi and the Old Somma,

are called the Young Somma. The major central cone Kami-yama,

1,438 m high, is a small strato-volcano, and the other six are lava

domes. The important feature of Kamiyama is the explosion crater,

with the lava spine of Kanmuri-gatake (pointed crown) towering in

it. A debris fan extends widely from the bottom of the explosion

crater down to the caldera floor.
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4. TANZAWA MOUNTAINS

Yotaro Seki, Saitama University

Yasue Oki, Hot Springs Research Institute, Kanagawa Pref.

The Fossa Magna Region is located in a large graben formed in earliestNeogene

time, which crosses the central part of Honshu with a nearly N-S trend (Fig. 1). It

corresponds to the southern extension of the Green Tuff Region on the Sea of Japan

side of Tohoku (Northeast Honshu) and occupies the northernmost part of the Izu-

Mariana Arc. A distribution of thick geosynclinal deposits is associated with basalt

and andesite lavas and pyroclastic materials.

These volcanic rocks were altered to green colored rocks due to low-grade regional

metamorphism. Particularly in the region of the Tanzawa Mountains, extremely thick

geosynclinal piles were deposited. These were subsequently exposed on the present

surface after an intense upheaval associated with the intrusion of quartz dioritein the

central part of the mountains. A series of metamorphic rocks ranging from the zeo-

lite facies through the prehnite-pumpellyite and the greenschist facies to the amphi-

Fig. 0 Togatake (1491 m), one of the main peaks of the Tanzawa Mountains, with Fuji Vol-

cano in the background.



Fig. 1 Neogene geologic provinces of Japan. (Geological Survey of Japan, 1977)

"Green Tuff" Region
1. Kitami-ShiretokoProvince
2. Ou-Shin-etsuProvince
3. South FossaMagna Province
4. Hokuriku-San-inProvince

Non-"GreenTuff" Region
5. Kushiro-AbashiriProvince
6. CentralHokkaido Province
7. Joban Province
8. Kanto Province

9. OigawaBoso Province

10. Nankai-Outer Ryukyu Province

11. Setouchi Province

12. Northwest Kyushu Province

13. Hohi Volcanic Province

14. South Kyushu-Inner Ryukyu Volcanic Province

Line I-S.Itoigawa Shizuoka Tectonic Line

Line S-T. Sapporo-Tomakomai Line

Line MTL. Median Tectonic Line
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bolite facies,are developed in this area.

The Tanzawa Mountains are located approximately 40 km northeast of Mt. Fuji,

and are composed of Lower to Middle Miocene volcanogenic sediments of the Tanza-

wa Group, estimated to be more than 8,000 m thick. These deposits are distributed

around the quartz diorite mass with the lower Tanzawa Group adjacent to the diorite

and the upper part of the group away from it. Metamorphism increases in grade

toward the dioriteintrusion. The schistosity of the high grade metamorphic rocks is

well developed in the southern part of the mountains, but is poorly developed in the

northern and eastern parts (Fig. 2).

The following metamorphic zoning applies to metamorphic rocks of the Tanzawa

Mountains (Fig. 3,4).

Zone I (low zeolite facies). Both sedimentary and mafic igneous rocks preserve

their original texture and show no schistosity. Only the fine-grained matrix and gro-

undmass are recrystallized, the crystallized part is characterized by clinoptilolite,heu-



Fig. 3 Stabilityrange of metamorphic mineralsin the Tanzawa Mountains. Broken linein-

dicatesuncommon occurrenceof the mineral.Mark V representsminerals found only as

veins.

landite, stilbite and mordenite as well as by smectite-vermiculite and vermiculite-

chlorite. Chlorite proper does not occur. Stilbite-bearing veins are common, but no

iaumontite bearing veins are observed.

Zone II (high zeolite facies). The rocks are stillusually non-schistose and are in-

completely recrystallized.This zone is characterized by the occurrence of a laumontite-

quartz assemblage. Low temperature alteration in half of this zone is characterized by

a mixed-layer clay. The higher temperature alteration consists of common chlorite and

rare wairakite and yugawaralite, in association with quartz. Laumontite and stilbite-

bearing veins are common.

Zone HI (prehnite pumpellyite facies). The original textures are stillpreserved,

though some rocks show weak schistosity. This zone is characterized by the occurre-

nce of prehnite and pumpellyite. Chlorite, epidote, and albite also occur. Metamorphic

rocks are cut by wairakite-, laumontite- and stilbite-bearing veins.

Zone IV (greenschist facies). The boundary of this zone is marked by the first

appearance of actinolitein metabasites, and the disappearance of prehnite and pumpe-

llyite.The metabasites are greenschists or greenstones mainly composed of actinolite,



a. ACF-2H2O diagram for rocks of Zone I.

Clp: Clinoptiloliteand stilbite,Mont: Mont-

mollironite, Verm: Vermiculite, Cal: Calcite.

b. ACF-2HoO diaeram for rocks of Zone II

Laum : Laumontite, Mont: Montmollironite,

Chi: Vermiculite and chlorite. Cal: Calcite.

C. ACF-2H2O diagram for rocks of Zone III.

Mns* miisrnvitf* Chi" Chlorite Pnmn' Pnmnfillvite

Pr: Prehnite, Ep: Epidote, Cal: Calcite

d. ACF-2H2O diagram for rocks of Zone IV.

Mus: Muscovite, Ep: Epidote,Act: Actino-

lite,Chi: Chlorite,Cal:Calcite.

e. ACF-2H2O diragram for rocks of Zone V.

Epidote appears in rocks rich in ferriciron.

Mus: Muscovite, PI: Plagioclase, Ep: Epido-

te, Hor: Hornblende, Biot: Biotite,Di: Dio-

pside, Gro: Grossularite, Cal: Calcite.

Fig. 4 ACF-2H2O diagram for rocks of Zone I~Zone V,



chlorite,epidote, and albite with minor amounts of quartz and sphene. Calcite, white

mica or biotite may occur. In the higher temperature part of this zone, however, the

stable calcic amphibole appears to be hornblende, and the plagioclase is sodic oligoclase.

Wairakite, laumontite and stilbiteare commonly observed as vein-forming minerals.

Zone V (amphibolite facies). The firstappearance of plagioclase with 20 percent An

has been regarded as the lower boundary of the zone. The maximum An content ob-

served is 73 percent. Common metabasites are schistose or non-schistose amphibolites.

Recrytallization is complete. The hornblende is blue-green in the lowest temperature

alteration of this zone and becomes green or brownish green with increasing tempe-

rature of metamorphism. The colour generally deepends with advancing metamorphism.

The amphibolites are associated with small amounts of metabasites of different com-

positions,including a cummingtonite-plagioclase rock, an anthopyllite-plagioclaserock,

and a grandite-salite-plagioclaserock.

Most of these amphibolite facies rocks have undergone distinct retrogressive alte-

ration, such as chloritization of hornblende and replacement of metamorphic plagio-

clase by epidote, sodic plagioclase and Ca-zeolites. Veins commonly developed in these

rocks are chiefly composed of wairakite, laumontite and stilbite,plus quartz.

The quartz diorite mass which intruded the Tanzawa Group has also undergone

retrogressive alteration. For example, most of the hornblende crystals forming the

quartz diorite have been replaced by chlorite and epidote along cleavage planes and

crystal margins. Andesine or labradorite plagioclase crystals of the quartz diorite have

also been partially altered to sodic plagioclase and Ca-zeolites, such as laumontite,

along cracks or cleavage planes. Composite veins with laumontite margins and stilbite

cores are common. Some wairakite- and laumontite-bearing veins are cut by veins

chiefly composed of stilbite.

Stratigraphically, the metamorphic terrane is divided into two units: the Tanzawa

and Ashigara Groups. Quartz dioriteis exposed in the central part of the Tanzawa

Group (early and middle Miocene) which is the host rock for metamorphic Zones V,

IV and III and a part of Zones II and I. The southern boundary of this Group is at the

Kannawa thrust. The Ashigara Group (Pliocene to Pleistocene) is exposed to the south

of the thrust and forms the rest of Zone II and Zone I. Metamophic rock fragments

derived from the Tanzawa Group occur as pebbles in conglomerates of metamorpho-

sed sections of the Ashigara Group. In the upper horizons of the Ashigara Group,

quartz diorite also occurs as pebbles. The boundary of each metamophic zone is

subparallel to the structural trend of the Tanzawa Group and also to the quartz diorite

mass. The strike of the Ashigara Group obliquely crosses that of the Tanzawa Group

at the Kannawa fault. The boundary between metamorphic Zones I and II, however,

cuts the boundary between the two groups and is almost concordant with the general

trend of boundaries of the higher grade zones in the Tanzawa Group.



Fig. 5 Schematic representationof tectonicmovement accompanied with metamorphism and

intrusionof quartz dioritein the Tanzawa Mountains (horizontal:vertical= 1:1)

I; Base of Tanzawa Group

II; Middle Miocene

III: Pliocene

IV: Present

Lj Base of Tanzawa Group

L2 Top of Tanzawa Group

A : Ashigara Group

T: Tanzawa Group

K : Kobotoke Group (pre-Miocene, Paleogene or late Mesozoic)

Q: Quartz diorite

Fulllines a-a,a'-a':Locationof common hornblende isograd for each stage.

Fulllines b-b b'-b',b"-b" : Location of laumontite isograd for each stage.

Broken lines(a)-(a),(a')-(a').(a")-(a") : Location of common hornblende isograd for

previous stages.Broken lines(b)-(b),(b')-(b'),(b")-(b") : Location of laumontite

isograd for previous stages.



It follows that the submarine volcanic deposition of the Tanzawa Group in early

and middle Miocene time was probably associated with an early major phase of me

tamorphism, which formed the progressive series from a low-temperature zone up to

Zone V. Then, the quartz diorite mass was intruded, resulting in some additional

alteration in the highest temperature zone. Subsequent uplift and erosion exposed this

metamor.phic and plutonic complex by late Miocene time. A new depositional basin

was formed to the south of the uplifted mountains, and many fragments of the ex-

posed rocks were transported southward and deposited, leading to the formation of

the Ashigara Group. In Pliocene time, metamorphism continued and especially extended

into the newly formed sediments of the Ashigara Group, extending metamor'phic Zone

II and forming Zone I. The main phase of the higher grade metamorphism and the

intrusion of quartz dioritewere completed before the deposition of the Ashigara Group,

and the lower grade metamorphism which formed Zones I and II continued during and

Fig. 6 Stabilitydiagram of the system CaO-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O. Numerical values attachedto

plotsare pH values. Dotted lines are equilibriumrelationsneglectingthe presence of

laumontite.



after the deposition of the Ashigara Group (Fig. 5).

The common occurrence of Ca-zeolites,such as laumontite and stilbite,and the re-

latively rare occurrence of calcite as metamorphic minerals indicate that the fluid

present during hydrothermal metamorphism of the Tanzawa area must have been of

high pH and low CO2 concentration.

In the Tanzawa Mountains, many mineral waters which have high pH values,

ranging from 9.5 to 10.3 have been found. These mineral waters are gushing out

through fractures and joints,along which Ca-zeolites are commonly developed. Mea-

surements of the geothermal gradient (5.55-12.6°C/100 m) indicate the presence of

thermal activity at depth in the Tanzawa Mountains. Thermal water (40°C) of the

Table 1 Chemical compositionof warm springs(1 to 4) and cold springs(5 and 6) of

Tanzawa mountains.

No. 12 3 4 5 6

Loc. Nakagawa Kurokura

Temp. (°C) 27.7 35.0 31.3 40.3 11.7 12.7

Depth of well(m) 501 286. 320.

Discharge (1/min) 193 177. n. d. 132.

pH 9.60 9.80 10.05 10.24 6.4 7.6

Evap. res. 239 450.8 305. 612.

K+(ppm) 1.24 1.00 0.83 1.55

Na+ 67.5 123. 85.9 163. 4.1 4.3

Ca2t 5.98 17.85 7.70 24.9 8.7 13.3

Mg2+ 0.017 0.0 0.049 0.0

Cl- 13.4 33.68 12.8 45.0 0.9 1.7

SO4?- 118. 230.6 128. 298. 2.0 2.9

HCO3- 18.5 10.24 20.8 9.45 45.6 51.1

CO32- 7.13 4.98 5.19 2.74

OH- j.68 1.07 1.70 2.99

H4SiO., 35.2 27.4 73.1 89.3 47.3 35.0

018O* -8.6 - 9.1 -9.4

oD* -54.1 -55.9 -58.1

* analyzed by H. Sakai



Fig. 7 Isothermal contours of the Nakagawa geothermal area at -200 m level below the river

bed at Nakagawa (364 m above sea level). Solid circles are drill-holes.

Fig. 8 Isothermal crosssectionof the Nakagawa geothermal area.



Fig.9 5D vs.<5I8Oplotsof the Nakagawa warm springs.

Nakagawa Spa may be regarded as a remnant of the strong geothermal activityasso-

ciated with intrusionof the quartz diorite.



ITINERARY

TANZAWA

Stop Time Description

08:20-80:30 Otome Pass offers the most spectacularview of the Fuji volcano and

Tanzawa Mountains.

Fig.1 View of Mt. Fujifrom Otome Pass,Hakone.

09:00 Gotenba City, a junction for the volcanicand hot spring resortsin

the Tanzawa-Fuji-Hakone-Izu areas.

09:30 Shimizu, a small villageat the mouth of the Nakagawa river.

1 10:00-10:20 Otaki-zawa, an example of quartz-dioriteveined by laumontite-quartz

and laumontite-stilbiteassemblages.Composite veins with a laumontite

margin and stilbitecenter are common. Some laumontite-bearingveins

are cut by stilbite-bearingveins.

2 10:30-11:00 Hoki-Sugi (broom shaped cryptomeria)1,200 year old nationalmonu-

ment. Highly sheared and hydrothermally alteredquartz dioritecan

be seen.Laumontite- and stilbite-bearingveins are commonly develop-

ed along sheared planes and joints.Some of these veins cut wairakite-



Fig. 2 Route map of the Tanzawa fieldexcursion.



Fig.3 Tanzawa quartzdioriteand Ca-zeolitesveins.

quartz-bearingveins.

3 11:30-12:30 West Tanzawa Visitor Center. Fresh outcrops of quartz dioriteare

seen in the stream floor,which include mafic xenolithsderived from

the amphibolite of the Tanzawa Group. Composite veins of Ca-zeolites

are common (Fig. 3). Polishedspecimens of the Tanzawa group are

displayedin the corner of the parking lot.Take lunch.

4 12:50-13:10 A road-cut 400m north of the Nakagawa village exposes a marginal

contactbetween schistoseamphibolite and quartz diorite.Both of these

rocks have undergone strong retrogressivehydrothermal alteration,

with the formation of laumontite-bearingveins.Schistoseanthophyllite

and/or biotite-bearingmetamorphic rocks are exposed, dipping (over-

turned) to the north.

5 13:20-14:20 Nakagawa Warm Springs. Leave the bus at a parking lot on a slope

of the valley.Walk down a trailfor 5 minutes, carefullycross a sus-

pension bridge one by one and come to the stream floor,where the

folded and faulted Miocene volcanogenic rocks of the amphibolite

facies(metamorphic Zone V) are freshlyexposed (Fig.4,5).A reverse

faultwith N55°W 45°N directionis well exposed in the stream floor.

Volcanic brecciasare strongly flattenedand recrystallized.These am-



phibolite facies rocks have generally undergone retrogressive hydro-

thermal alteration and are veined by wairakite, yugawaralite, laumon-

titeand stilbiteassemblages along sheared planes and joints. Warm

waters (25-40°C) of the Na-SO4-Cl type with pH 10 are discharged from

several wells, 200 to 300 m deep, tapping fractures in the amphibolite.

14:40 Miho Dam is a modern rock filldam constructed on highly sheared

Miocene volcanogenic rocks of the Tanzawa Group.

6 14:50-15:50 500 m south of Miho Dam along an old road is an exposure of Zone

III rocks of the Tanzawa Group. Dark bluish green rocks have mine-

ral assemblages of the prehnite-pumpellyite facies. Weak foliationis

evident. Epidote-wairakite-quartz and prehnite-quartz veins were for-

med along sheared planes and these veins were later cut by veins

chiefly composed of laumontite and/or stilbite.

7 16:00-16:30 Yumoto-Daira. Walk down to the river floor to view a good exposure

of Zone II volcanogenic rocks of the Tanzawa Group, near the boun-

dary with Zone III. Schistosity is absent or very weak, but the rocks

are highly fractured with the development of wairakite-, yugawara-

Fig. 4 Amphibolites derived from volcanic brecciasand tuffsof the Tanzawa group (lower

Miocene) are freshlyexposed in the stream floorof Nakagawa. Schistosityis distorted

by later movements. A reverse faultcuts the stream floor.Overview from a suspension

bridge,Nakagawa.



Fig. 5 Volcanic blocks are flattened in the plain of a regional schistosity of the amphibolites

at Nakagawa.

lite-,laumontite- and stilbite-bearing veins. Wairakite is mostly observed

in epidote-quartz and epidote-prehnite-quartz veins. These wairakite-

bearing veins are cut by yugawaralite-, laumontite- and laumontite-

bearing veins which are also cut by stilbite-bearing veins. Note the

wide occurrence of hematite in the volcanogenic rocks. In this horizon

of the Tanzawa Group, gravels of the dioritic and gabbroic rocks

which penetrate the Tanzawa Group are observed in association with

basaltic and andesitic volcanoclastic fragments. Pyrite is extremely

rare.

8 16:40-17:10 Mouth of Shio-zawa, Kawanishi. Cross a small bridge on the main

stream of Nakagawa to view an exposure of a conglomerate bed of

the Pliocene-Pleistocene Ashigara Group. There are a number of pe-

bbles of quartz diorite and metamorphic rocks, of the amphibolite

facies (Zone V) and the actinolite greenschist facies (ZonelV), with

minor amounts of the prehnite-pumpellyite facies rocks (Zone III).

The matrix of the conglomerate is chiefly composed of fine grained

clastic materials derived from the previously mentioned igneous and

metamorphic rocks, plus smectitic clay minerals and Ca-zeolites



(chabazite and stilbite). The mode of occurrence of Ca-zeolites in the

matrix and in thin films around the pebbles indicates that the Ashi-

gara Group experienced the low temperature metamorphism of the

zeolite facies (Zone 1).
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